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Summary

In this report the noise behaviour of MOS transistors is examined.
A measurement set-up has been built in order to measure the noise of

MOS transistors in the linear and saturation region. The measurements
have been carried out for particularly MOS transistors of the C3DM pro
cess, but also some measurements have been carried out for devices of the
C2DM and the C500 processes.

The noise model for circuit simulation purposes has been compared
with existing models from literature and it has been tested with many
measurements as weIl. Attention has been paid to the thermal noise part
and a ljf noise part of the model.

It appears that the thermal noise model describes the reality accurately,
thus characterization of this type of noise is an easy task. The Ijf noise
model contains many facets which are for the larger part examined in this
report.

The frequency dependency and the dependency of the gate area on
ljf noise are described accurately with this model. The dependency of
the gate oxide thickness and the surface states are included in a process
constant. However, in the noise model, the input reffered Ijf noise voltage
spectral density is assumed to be independent of the applied voltage. This
is contrary to as weIl the literature and the measurement results. However,
there appears to be very little simularity between the examined literature
as the measurements that have been carried out. It seems impossible to
formulate the voltage dependency on the Ijf noise for every bias adjustment
and for every transistor.

A solution for this could be the discussed empirical model described by
Mutoh et al. [6]. This model describes the noise behaviour as a function of
the voltage quite accurately in as weIl the linear and the saturation regions,
by only introducing one extra parameter. However, the problem here is that
it seems that the introduced parameter and the existing process parameter
are dependent on the used device.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Noise stands for phenomena that cohere with the appearance of sponta
neous, absolutely accidental fluctuations in particularly electronic compo
nents, connections and systems. Noise is an important subject in science
and engineering since it sets lower limits to the accuracy of measurements
and to the signals that are processed electronically. In order to evaluate
these limits, one must know the magnitude of the noise sources involved
and measure their values accurately, preferably in a simpIe way.

The fluctuating number of carriers in a semi-conductor, is an example
of a discrete random variabie. Random variables X(t) can be characterized
on a statistical basis. One important way is to characterize them by their
averages. The most important characteristics are the average value X and
the mean square value X2 (variance). Often X is zero, and then the most
meaningful quantity is X2 [1,2,3]. One of the most powerful methods of
analysis of fluctuating quantities is the Fourier method, where a fluctuating
quantity X(t) is described by its spectral density Sz(f). Hy introducing
this quantity, a fluctuating voltage V(t), in a small frequency interval ti./,
can be represented by a noise voltage source JSv(f)ti./, where Sf) is the

spectral density of ti.V(t)2. A simpIe method to measure noise is depicted
in figure 1.1.
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The signal V (t), present across the DUT (Device Under Test) will not he
examined directly. First, a frequency analysis will he made hy leading the
signal through a tuneable filter with a center frequency f and handwidth
L:1f·

IlH~I UI \U~ I L(~r:~ l±! 0 i O
AMPLIFI~ FILT~ RECCRDER

figure 1.1 Noise measurement set-up

By this, only a part of the original signal is left, V (t) f.~f' This filtered
signal will then be squared and averaged. The recorder now shows the
spectral density S11(1) of the signal V(t) at a frequency f, with

Sv(f) = V(t)j.~f=lH.

At a bandwidth L:1f i= lHz, Sv(l) is defined hy

(1.1)

(1.2)

The noise spectral density of the voltage fiuctuations of a resistance ( for
open circuit ) can be written as,

Sv(f) = 4kTR

Where, k = Boltzmann constant
T = the absolute temperature
R = the resistance value

2
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(1.4)

H we short-circuit the resistance, then there wil} be current fiuctuations
in the shorted circuit. The noise spectral density of the resulting current
fiuctuations is now defined by,

S (f) = Sy(J) = 4kT
1 R2 R

The sources of noise that most frequently occur are,

1. Thermal- or Nyquist Noise, originated from the thermal collision pro
cess of the electrons in a conductor.

2. Shot Noise, that for example occurs in a vacuum tube when electrons
are completely independent and at random emitted by the cathode.

3. Generation- Recombination (GR) Noise, when electrons and holes
in a semi-conductor appear or disappear completely at random by
generation and recombination processes. '

4. l/f- or Flicker Noise, which is like shot- and GR-Noise, a current
noise. The origin of this source of noise has to do with low-frequency
fiuctuations in the conductance of a device. On one hand it can hap
pen by fiuctuations in the number of free carriers that contribute to
the conductance [4] and on the other hand by fiuctuations in the mo
bility [5]. Both models have their supporters and opponents through
out the world.

The spectral density of the above noise sources are given in figure 1.2.

log(Sv)

log( E)

figure 1.2 The shape of four Noise sourees
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A MOS transistor exhibits mostly l/f- and thermal noise. Also GR-noise
is occasionally measured. In figure 1.3 the shape of the noise spectrum of
a MOS transistor is drawn.

1.g(Sv) t

loge f)

figure 1.3 The shape of the noise spectrum of a MOST

Thermal noise of a MOST has already been investigated for many years,
but up till now most research has been done in the field of l/f noise. For
explaining the MOS transistor l/f noise mechanism, extensive analysis have
been accomplished and several theories have been p!oposed. However, a
generally accepted theory for the l/f noise in MOS transistors is stilliack
mg.

In this report an existing noise model for circuit simulation will be tested
on the basis of measurements. The results will be compared with existing
models in literature.
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Chapter 2

Noise model

In this chapter the theoretical noise models of a MOS transistor will be
outlined. These modeis, known from literature, will be compared to the
model that is being used for circuit simulation. A complete noise model ,
as implemented in a circuit simulator, will be discussed at the end of this
chapter.

2.1 Noise in a MOS transistor, general def
initions

Noise in a MOS transistor has been a matter of interest for a considerable
time. This interest has strongly increased since VLSI designers have been
using this transistor for analog design.
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The MOS transistor as shown in figure 2.1, contains three possible
sources of noise.

souree

L

bbuik

figure 2.1 Noise sources in a MOST

1ff- or fiicker noise is the most important component. Thermal noise is a
fundamental component and GR-noise is a component that can often be
ignored.

The noise spectrum of a MOS transistor, as it occurs in practice, is
outlined in figure 2.2.

log(Sv)

_ _ _ _0:-- _

"
"

lo~ (f)

figure 2.2 Practical noise spectrum of a MOST

Thus in MOS transistors a relatively strong low frequency noise is observed,
which has an approximate Iff dependence and ranges over many decades
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of frequency, from a few JLHz or mHz up to several kHz or MHz. From
a certain frequency, 'the thermal noise in a MOS transistor will dominate.
GR-noise has been omitted in figure 2.2, owing to the small contribution as
weIl as the fact that this kind of noise almost never occurs in well-processed
practice.

To be able to compare the various models in literature, noise sources are
represented as noise current sources at the output of the MOS transistor
or as input referred voltage sources ( see figure 2.3 ).

figure 2.3.a. Output noise current sourees b.lnput noise voltage sourcts

Sources ith(f) and Vth(f) are the thermal noise current source and the
thermal noise voltage source respectively. Sources il//(f) and VI//(f) are
the l/f noise current source and the l/f noise voltage source respectively.
Naturally, the relation between the noise current and the noise current
spectral density remains valid,

i(t) = JSr(f)D.(f) (2.1)
and also the relation between the input referred noise voltage and the input
referred noise spectral density,

V(t) = JSv(f)D.(J) (2.2)

Between the noise current spectral density and the input referred noise
voltage spectral density of a MOS transistor relation (2.3) is valid.

Sv(f) = Sr(f)g:n (2.3)

where, 9m = aaJ4 the transconductance.,.
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2.2 Thermal noise in a MOS transistor

The charge carriers in a conductor have a random motion. As a consequence
a fluctuating voltage is developed across the terminals of any resistor. The
noise spectral density is given by the important formula:

Sy = 4kTR (2.4)

The spectral density of this noise is independent of the frequency up to
approximatly 1012 Hz. Equation (2.4) also holds when applying an electric
field E, provided that the magnitude of this field is such that Ohm's law
remains valid. This is the case when the drift velocity Vd = p,E is obviously
smaller than the thermal velocity Vth = J3kTIm . For silicon this means
that E < 106 [Vlm]. The same phenomenon also occurs in the conducting
channel of field effect transistors, because of the fact that the channel can
be considered as a non-linear resistor. The number of free charge carriers
in the channel beneath the oxide layer is modulated by the gate voltage
Vg.t' The concentration of the charge carriers is in this case a function of
the position x in the channel. Assuming a thermal noise present at each
infinitesimal part of the channel, it has been shown that the noise spectral
density is given by a generalized Nyquist relation [10],

4kT rL

SI,th(f) = V Jo qp,n(x) dx

with n(x) the number of free charge carriers per unit length.

2.2.1 Existing models for thermal noise.

(2.5)

There are a number of different but often related Thermal noise models
known from literature.

Gray and Meyer [16] give a very simple equation for thermal noise in
their book,

(2.6)

where, gm = :::. is the transconductance of the MOST.
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Van Roermund and Seesink [17] described a similar equation,

Sr,th(J) = 4kTa,.gm (2.7)

(2.8)

with a,. a constant.
These two models for the thermal noise in MOS transistors are, in principal,
simplifications of the model that Kleinpenning [1] uses in his lecture-report.
Starting from equation (2.5) Kleinpenning derived the next equation.

S (I) = 4kT (1 - 17 + f)
r,th RoK (1 - ~)

where, 17 = (V Yd'y ) = ~
,.- I r,1

17 = 1, when the MOS transistor is in saturation.
RoK = 8aj~' = the channel resistance for Vd.<Vgt •

For the saturation region relation (2.8) becomes the same relation as given
in equation (2.6).

Jindal [7] described a more empirical relation for the thermal noise in a
MOS transistor,

Sr,th(J) = 4kT'"'t;gm

with '"'t; as shown in figure 2.4.

3r---,--.,....--..,----~-_.,..--_.

(2.9)

,.~

, °o;---~.----:,l..;;O:---I~.~~-~2.~O----::2~.~~-~30
Ven (VOLTS!-

figure 2.4 '"'tj = I(Vd.) from JindaJ .-7]
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In 1967, Klaassen and Prins [10] derived an equation for thermal noise,
again using equation (2.5)

(2.10)

where, al: = f(Vg" Va" Coz , NA)
Coz = Capacitance of the oxide layer per unit area
NA = the acceptor impurity cocentration of the subtrate.

Klaassen and Prins derived for the parameter al: for a MOS transistor with
low substrate doping and operating in the saturation mode al: = ~.

On the basis of these artic1es, a conc1usions is : Comparing the above
descriptions of thermal channel noise in a MOS transistor, one may conc1ude
that the models resembie a lot. They often have the same source, but differ
in the final result owing to the applied approach of the MOS transistor or
because of the use of various different model parameters.

2.2.2 Thermal noise model for circuit simulation

In finding a suitable model for circuit simulation, it is desirabie to obtain
a model that consists of DC MOS transistor parameters and, in addition,
is valid in a wide bias range. Klaassen [18,19] has derived an equation for
thermal noise in the channel of a MOS transistor thu consists of parameters
of the Philips MOS transistor model. He too, makes use of relation (2.5)

where,

4kT (L
Sr,t,,(f) = L2 Jo qJLn(x) dx

n(x) = CozW (Vgt - (1 + 6)V(r))
q

(2.11)

(2.12)

is the number of free charge carriers per unit length. He uses the channel
mobility reduced by the normal field,

(2.13)
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The final result of equation (2.11) using relations (2.12) and (2.13), is
given in the next relation.

S (I) = 4kT (,8(Vgt - (1 + 6) HV.u)(1 + 8SVd,) - 28 1 (1 + .!8 v: ))
/,th 1 + 81V

gt
+ 82JV,b + t/J S d, 2 S d,

(2.14)
where,

H-!- (1+6)Vd,

- 2 6(2Vgt - (1 + 6)Vd,)

and the channel current I d"

(2.15)

(2.16)

The used symbols are explained in Appendix A.
Experimentally it is found that the channel noise is somewhat 1arger than
the value given by equation (2.14). Therefore the parameter ~OISE will
he added to this equation (see equation (2.32)). The physical meaning for
this is not yet dear. The thermal noise presented in this form. is also valid
for short-channel devices, at all modes of operation.

Under the restriction of long-channel devices operating in 'the strong
inversion saturation mode, equation (2.15) is reduced to H = ~ and relation
(2.14) can be simplified to the form

(2.17)

Again, this result can be put in the well-known form,

(2.18)

2.3 1jf noise in a MOS transistor

Like all other electronic devices, the MOS transistor shows 1 i ~ or flicker
noise, which has a (I/Ir' with 1::::::1 spectrum. To make matte~ worse, l/f
noise in a MOS transistor is usually greater than that in other a.mplifying
devices, such as a JFET or a bipolar transistor, which results b adversely
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affecting low frequency performance for various analog MOST circuits. In
vestigation of. the mechanism and the decrease of MOS transistm' l/f noise
is desired.

For explaining the MOS transistor l/f noise mechanism, extensive anal
ysis have been accomplished and several possible theories have been pro
posed. These theories are basically classified into two groups, according to
whether the basic mechanism is carrier number fiuctuations [4] or mobility
fiuctuations[5]. The former ascribes the l/f noise in the conductance to car
rier density fiuctuations !J..N. These fiuctuations are caused by tllIlDeling of
free-charge carriers into oxide traps close to the Si-Si02 interface [9,15,20].
The latter considers the l/f noise as a bulk effect caused by moOility fiuc
tuations due to lattice scattering [13]. However, none of these theories can
explain all,the observed l/f noise phenomena. The origin has still not been
identified.

In this section I will illustrate a few l/f noise models for a MOS tran
sistor and compare these models with each other. After that I will discuss
the resemblances and distinctions between the existing models on one hand
and the noise model for circuit simulation on the other hand.

2.3.1 Existing models for ljf noise in a MOS transis
tor

Most of the studies of l/f noise in MOS structures have concentrate<i mainly
on the magnitude of the noise power spectral density S(f). The dependence
of the magnitude of the l/f power spectral density on temperature, device
geometries, bias conditions, process steps and the exponent ï of the l/f
spectrum have been studied extensively by many authors. In this section I
will only pay attention to a small part of these models. I will clearly state
the resemblances and differences, considering 1. frequency dependency

-,2. gate area (WeIlLelI) dependency
3. gate oxide- thickness (toz ) or capacitance (Ooz) dependency
4. voltage dependency
First of all I will explain the model described by Kleinpenning [1:. Starting
from the Hooge relation [5],

Sv(f) ah
--=-

V2 IN

12
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he derives the final result for the gate equivalent 1/f noise voltage spectral
density to the gate, .

S (I) - a" q(Vgt - tVd,)
V,I/f - 1 WLCoII: (2.20)

where, a" is the Hooge parameter. Consequently the current noise spectral
density is inversely proportional to the frequency, the gate area and the
oxide capacitance per unit area COII:' The voltage dependency is different in
the linear- and saturation region. In the linear mode we deal with equation
(2.20) and SV,I/f will be proportional to Vg• and Vd,. However, in the
saturation mode it is a necessity that in the above equation for Vd, the value
V,t should be inserted. Thus equation (2.20) becomes for the saturation
mode,

() a" qtV,t
Sv,l/f 1 = -I W LC

011:

which is independent of Vd••

Klaassen derived a similar result in 1971 [9],

S (I) - "tk q(V,t - !Vd.)
V,l/f - 1 WLCoII:

(2.21)

(2.22)

with "tk representing the mean surface states efficiency. This result is based
on the McWorther model [4] and work done by Christensson [20] and Berz
[28].

Vandamme [13] derived a similar relation as weIl. Using the Hooge
relation he finds for the saturation region,

a ~V_ lJq 110.// gt
SV,I/f(f) - 2WLCoII:I (2.23)

where, a tl = dimensionless 1/f noise parameter (~2.10-3)

JLI/ f = effective l/f noise mobility
JLeff = effective or surface conductance mobility [29].

The previous three relations have much in common as far as frequency,
oxide thickness ( or oxide capacitance ), gate area and voltage dependency
are concerned. They only differ in their origin and their quantitative factors
[12].
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(2.24)

I have come across other models in literature that deviate from these
first three modeis. Among these models are simpIe and more extensive
descriptions. A simple model, that is being used in a device simulator, is
given by van Roermund and Seesink [17]

1000 K;
Sv,ll/{/) = -f-WL

where, Kr is a constant which only depends on processing, determined at
a frequency of 1kRz.
In this equation the equivalent noise voltage spectral density is again in
versely proportional to the frequency and the gate area. The dependency
of the gate capacitance ( and consequently the oxide thickness ) has been
incorporated in the process constant K. The most remarkable difference
with the previous three models is, off course, the voltage dependency of
Sv,ll/{/) in equation (2.24). Constant Kalready contains the trap density
Nt that depends on the gate voltage. Sv,ll/{/) remains proportional to Ne,
aresuit which has already been found by others.

Christensson et al. [20,21] found the following expression at low drain
voltages, where the concentration of electrons in the channel is homoge-
neous,

(2.25)

where, Nt = density of the oxide traps
at = a tunneling constant.

Rence, in this equation the equivalent noise voltage is proportional to l/C:z '

Apart from these two modeis, Rage [8] has derived a somewhat more
complex model, starting with an improved version of the McWorther model.
Re finds for the equivalent noise voltage spectral density,

2- I 2
S (f)_kTqNuld (Vgt -2"Vcü )

v,ll/ - D C2 2 v2 2
at t oz 9m (y2 _ Y v: +:....u.)

gt gtü 3

where, at = a tunneling constant
Dt = specific tunnel depth
Nu = average density of surface states.

14
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This expression reflects the following dependencies of SV,l/ J(f),

1. inversely proportional to the gate area, SV,l/J(f)-(WL)-l

2. proportional to the squared oxide thickness, SV,l/J(f)-t~z

3. inversely proportional to the frequency, SV,l/J(f)- /-1

4. in the linear region, for small Va" merely dependent of the applied
gate voltage, as far as Vg, influences the position of the quasi- Fermi
level and with that the value of N".

Furthermore, in the above equation, Va, must be replaced by Vgt in the
saturation mode, through which the equation in this mode of operation
reduces to

kTq2N" (3)2
SV,l/J(f) = W LC2 aD/ 4oz , ,

(2.27)

So Hage too gives a Va, independent SV,l/J' when the MOS transistor op
erates in the saturation mode. In this mode, SV,l/J depends again only on
the gate voltage Vg, as far as it changes the value of N".

There are many models circulating, that are very much alike as far
as the dependency on frequency, gate oxide thickness and gate area are
concerned. However, these models differ from each other as far as their
voltage dependency is concerned. I will therefore summarize some recent
literature without describing these modeIs in detail.

Abidi et al. [23] reported results based on measurements carried out in
three different high-volume CMOS IC fabrication lines. Summarizing his
results on the voltage dependency of SV,l/J(f) he found,

The input referred noise in NMOS devices was independent
of the bias point, both in the linear and saturation regions of
operation.

The input referred noise in PMOS shows a super linear gate
voltage dependence. There is also a dependence on the Va, for
these PMOS devices, but the magnitude of the Va, dependency
is not mentioned.

15



In this report a difference is shown between the voltage dependency of
burried channel PMOS devices and interface channel NMOS devices.

In 1987, Grabowski [24] derived an expression based on the mobility
fluctuations concept and the density fiuctuations concept. He gives the
following conclusion to his equation, valid in the linear region at strong
inversion:

SV,l/l' originating from the carrier mobility fluctuations is
proportional to Vg~·2 for a long channel transistor having an ox
ide layer thickness over 1000Á. For short devices and small oxide
thicknesses SV,l/1 becomes more dependent on Vgt, or SV,l/l-VgT
with m~2.2

He divides the experimental results of his references into two
groups:

1. When SV,l/l-V;' with r < m,
then SV,l/1 is determined only by fluctuations of the carrier
density.

2. When SV,l/l-V;' with r > m,
then SV,l/1 can be determined simultaneously by fluctua
tions of the carrier density and of the carrier mobility.

Finally, I will describe a paper of Mutoh et al. [6] from 1988. They de
scribed an empirical relation for the voltage dependency of l/f noise in
MOS transistors unified over linear and saturation regions. They extend
the results obtained by Katto et al. [22].

They c1arified the strong correlation between output l/f
noise voltage and voltage gain, which means that input-referred
l/f noise voltage spectral density is independent from bias con
dition. However, as Katto also mentioned, it is not always true
that input-referred l/f noise voltage is independent from bias
conditions.

The relation given by Mutoh is:

(
gm) IJ",

VnO (I) = - Vne (J)
gd,

16
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where, vnoU) = the open-circuit l/f noise voltage at the output
Vnc U) = a device intrinsic l/f noise voltage
gm = the transconductance
gd, = the drain-source differential output conductance
/3m = an empirical parameter.

Rewriting this formula to an input referred noise voltage spectral density,
we find:

( )

2(1-~... )

SV,I/JU) = :: Sun.,l/JU) (2.29)

with Sun.,1/JU) = an intrinsic l/f noise voltage spectral density.
When /3m is near unity, SV,I/JU) = Sun.,l/IU) and thus independent on bias
condition. When /3m = 0.5, SV,I/IU) will again be proportional to Vgt in
the linear region, so this equation (2.29) is similar to the fi.rst three models
discussed in this section.

In table (2.1) I summarized all the dependencies of the input referred
noise voltage spectral density SV,I/I(f) mentioned in this section.

effect in correlation factor correlation factor
SV,IIIU) Linear region Saturation region

(1/ lP 0.7:s;,:S;1.2 0.7:s;,:S;1.2
(I/W L)''h 'I = 1 'I = 1
(t ozP2 ,2 = 1, or, 2 '2=I,or,2
(Vgt P3 0:S;'s:S;~2.2 O:S;,s:S;1
(Vd,P4 -1:S;'4:S;1 '4~0

Table 2.1. 1// noise dependencies in MOS transistors

When composing this tabie, I have also made use of the results of the
work of Ronen [14] and Abidi et al. [23]. Left out of consideration is
the temperature dependency of l/f noise, which is, for example mentioned
by Takagy et al. [11] and described in some models mentioned above as
weIl. It has been shown that it is very difficult to describe the temperature
dependency. The two factors that affect the temperature behaviour of the
l/f noise are the density of states Nt and the effective mobility IJ.ell. With
low density and uniform distribution of traps, Ronen assumes a very small
dependency of temperature on SV,I/I(f).

Finally, I want to state in general the noise spectral density is propor
tional to Nt and therefore to Nu, the fast surface states density. Both are
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largely dependent on processing, and are often not easy to measure. So a
conclusion is:·

• To minimize SY,l//(f), minimize both Nu and t u , and maximize the
gate area (LeIIWelI ).

On account of the discussed modeIs, I will compare these modeIs with the
existing model for circuit simulation in the next section.

2.3.2 l/f noise model for circuit simulation

The model for l/f noise in MOS transistors that is being used for circuit
simulation has the following form [19],

(2.30)

where, FNOISE = a process constant.
Written as a gate referred noise voltage spectral density of the MOS tran
sistor, equation (2.30) changes into the form,

1 1
SY,l//(f) = FNOISE W L 7 (2.31)

This model is a very simple description of the l/f noise behaviour in a MOS
transistor. Looking into the various dependencies we see,

1. Parameter 1 is fixed to "1", which is a reasonable approach for a cir
cuit simulation (0.7:51:51.2). For example Nicollini [25] uses a model
for circuit simulation containing the (l/f) dependency. In his model
1 is frequency dependent which results in four extra fit-parameters
( so-called corner frequencies ).

2. The gate area dependency of l/f noise (I/W L) is the same as de
scribed in the other modeIs.

3. The dependency on toz or Coz is included in the process constant
FNOISE (SY,l//(f) "" t~z or t~z) . For a certain CMOS process it
is assumed that toz will not alter for as weIl the N-channels as the
P-channels.
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4. The dependency on Nt or Nu in the discussed models was consistent.
However, it could be hidden in the process parameter FNOISE, but
that would mean that Nt is voltage independent. Thus, there could
be a mean surface state density Nu which is independent on bias
condition and hidden in the process parameter FNOISE.

5. The temperature dependency is not included in this model. It was
noticed that it would be possible that a very small temperature de
pendency occured, dependent of both the transistor selected and the .
mode of operation.

6. The model for 8V,I/J(I) is voltage independent. This is not included
in most references, but there is however a clear issue about this topic.

Hence, this model must be verified as far as the oxide thickness and voltage
dependencies are concerned.

2.4 The complete noise model for circuit sim
ulation

1 have now reached the point to discuss the complete noise model as it is
described in the Philips MOST model book " Purple Hook" [19]. So both
for thermal noise as it is described in section 2.2.2.

8 (I) = TNOI8E 4kT (~(Vgt - (1 + ó)HVd.)(1 + 8SVd.) - 28 1 (1 +!8 v: ))
I,th 1 + 81Vgt + 82V V.b + <p S d. 2 S d•.

(2.32)
where,

H = ! _ (1 + Ó)Vd.
2 6(2Vgt - (1 + ó)Vd.)

and the channel current Id.,

Id. = ~ (Vgt - Hl + ó)Vd.)Vd•
(1 + 81Vgt + 82VV.b + <p)(1 + 8SVd.)

and for the l/f noise as it is described in section 2.3.2.

g2 1
8I,I/J(I) = FNOI8Ew~7
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In addition to those two noise contributions a third is mentioned in the
model. (see figure 2.5 )

·è.
'.Lr" I .iJ//'

figure 2.5 Noise sources in a MOS transistor used in a circuit simulator

This one is called the induced gate noise and is descended from the noise
processes in the channel. The current fiuctuations in the channel induce a
voltage in the gate via the capacitive coupling between gate and channel.
This induced gate noise can only be seen at higher frequencies and is given
by the following equation,

(2.36)
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Chapter 3

N oise characterization

In this chapter the verification of the noise model and the various param
eters will be discussed. First I will describe how the MOS transistor noise
sources are characterized. Then I will extensively discuss the measurement
set-up because much attention has been paid to this. Finally the measure
ment results will be presented and discussed at the end of this chapter.

3.1 Introduction

Noise can be characterized in various ways. When studying noise behaviour,
mostly the autocorrelation function is calculated, from which the spectral
density can be derived using the Wiener Khintchine Theorem [1]. In prac
tice, the spectral density as a function of frequency is often measured and
the autocorrelation function is derived with the inverse formulation of the
Wiener Khintchine Theorem.

The noise behaviour of an electronic component can be represented by
a noiseless component extended with a parallel noise current source or in
series with a noise voltage source.
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For noise analysis of aresistor, one can make use of, for example, the
circuits of figllre (3.1), where resistor R, is noiseless.

R

J4kTR

R

figure 3.1 Equivalent circuits lor a noisy resistor

For the description of noise behaviour of an arbitrary tw~terminalde
vice, the equivalent noise resistance Req or the equivalent noise current Ieq

of the device are often being used. The noise behaviour of such a device is
then given by,

or,

Sy (I) = 4kTR eq

Sy (I) = 2qIeq

(3.1)

(3.2)

where Req and I eq can be frequency dependent. For example, with an 1ff
spectrum, Req and I eq will be inversely proportional to the frequency.

A MOS transistor can also be represented as a noiseless MOS transistor
extended with noise voltage sources and noise current sources. For describ
ing noise i,n a MOS transistor for circuit simulation purposes, the circuit in
figure (2.5) has been used. The MOS transistor is free of noise and the cur
rent sources are described in section (2.3.2). However, in this report high
frequency noise contributions of the induced gate noise, i", are left out of
consideration. Hence this current source will be omitted in this report.
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So the MOS transistor can be represented by the equivalent circuits of
figure (3.2).

(3.3)

(3.4)

figure 3.2.Simplified equivalent circuits for a noise MOST

The MOS transistor can be characterized by directly specifying the noise
current sources at the output or by specifying the equivalent noise voltage
sources at the input. For three-terminal or tw~port devices such as the
MOS transistor, the s~calledNome Figure is introduced. The Noise Figure
of a three terminal device is defined by

F. . = Signal to Nome ratio at the input
nom Signal to Noise ratio at the output

When rewriting equation (3.3) it can be shown that the Noise Figure Fnoi••

of an arbitrary three terminal device can be written in the following form

F. _ Noise from the output calculated to the input
noi•• - 1 + N . h'OlSe at t e Input

When using the introduced Noise Figure Fnoi.. , noise of a three terminal
device is related to a known reference input nome source.

3.2 De characteristics and parameters.

To be able to characterize the noise of a MOS transistor correctly, the
electric properties must be known. First of all the De characteristics of
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the MOS transistor have to be measured and from these the MOS transistor
DC parametet's have to be extracted.

The DC characteristics as shown in figures (3.3) a.nd (3.4) have been
measured with the HP4145 parameter analyzer.
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figure 3.3.a. Ia = f(Vg,)

The two most commonly used DC characteristics are sllown in figure (3.3),
with

1. Ia = f(Vg,) characteristic at various substrate voltages
V,b = 0, 2.5, 5.0 and 7.5 V and with Va, = -0.1 \-.

2. Ia = f(Va,) characteristic at various gate voltages
Vg, = -1, -2, -3, -4 and -5 V and V,b = 0 V.

These characteristics express the performance of the :MOS transistor and
will also be used to define the adjusted bias condition during the noise
measurement.
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Two less familiar characteristics are shown in figure (3.4), with

1. the transconductance gm = f(Vg,) characteristic at various drain volt
ages VcU = -1, -2, -3, -4 and -5 V and with VII,=O V.

2. the real part of the output impedance Ra = j(Vd,) characteristic at
various gate voltages Vg, = -1.5, -2, -2.5, -3, -3.5, -4, -4.5 and -5 V
and V,II = 0 V.
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These characteristics are important for converting input voltage sources
to output voltage sources and vice versa. From these characteristics it is
also possible to determine the voltage-gain ( gmRa ) of the MOS transistor
as described in section (2.3.1). The measurements and the extraction of
the various De-parameters of the MOS transistor have been carried out
on the GEPSYS System at the NAT.LAB [30,31]. These parameters are
important because of their application in equation [2.13] and [2.15]. The
calculation and the description of these parameters are part of the Philips
MOS model. This MOS model is confidential and therefore the various
parameters will only be mentioned (see table 3.1).
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MOS model parameter description
and· voltage dennitions
vto Threshold voltage
{J Gain factor
"'/MM7 Drain feedback factor
K Body effect factor
Ko Initial body factor
VSBX Transition voltage
81 Mobility reduction factor
82 Mobility reduction factor
83 Mobility reduetion factor
Van Onset voltage
SUBTHN Weak inversion factor
Vgt Gate drive
Vq Minimum gate drive
Vdu Saturation voltage
Vr Maximum drain voltage
SHIFT Threshold voltage shift factor
DELVT vt shift
vta Compensated vt

Table 3.1. Used MOS model parameters.

Now that the electric performance of the MOS transistor is known, it
is possible to determine the noise sources of the MOS transistor.

3.3 Noise measurements

In this section the measurement set-up will be explained and the various
noise sources that contribute to the measured noise spectrum will be dis
cussed. The ranges in which measurements can be carried out with this
set-up will be explained as weB. FinaBy, the definitions of the various noise
parameters are discussed in this section.

3.3.1 The measurement set-up

For measuring the noise spectrum of a MOS transistor, the circuit depicted
in figure (3.5) has been used. This is a simplified version of the complete
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measurement set-up that is given in Appendix B.

figure 3.5. Noise measurement set-up

When switch S is in position (1), the noise voltage at the drain, after ampli
fication, is measured with a Spectrum Analyzer. This Spectrum Analyzer
contains the filter-, square- and average modules, as shown in figure (1.2).
The noise voltage at the drain mainly originates from the gate resistor R't
the drain resistor Rd and the MOS transistor. The noise intrusion of the
DC voltage sources is suppressed ( by lHz Low Pass filters) and can be
neglected. They only serve for a proper DC bias adjustment of the MOS
transistor. The contributions of the noise related to the ( low noise ) am
plifier and the spectrum analyzer can be neglected as weIl.

So with switch S in position (1), the output noise voltage vl(f) is mea
sured for a tuned frequency Ic and bandwidth 1:11, and it is given by:

(3.5)

with SV,l(Je) the measured noise voltage spectral density at a frequency Ic
and with switch S in position (1).

To express the output noise voltage VI (f) in terms of an equivalent noise
voltage at the input of the MOS transistor, the transfer function of the gate
to the output has to be measured. This can he accomplished by switching S
to position (2). Now a sinus oscillator is coupled in, that supplies a voltage
Vo.e(fe) which value is many times larger than the total of all noise voltages.
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(3.6)

The voltage transfer characteristic is given by,

Hr(fc) = V2(fc)
V06C (fc)

in which V2(fc) is the measured output noise voltage at a frequency Ic and
with switch S in position (2).

In section (3.1) it has been shown that, when the equivalent noise voltage
is known at the gate of the MOS transistor, it is very simple to transform
these noise voltage sources into noise current sources in parallel with the
channel of the MOS transistor.

To be able to determine the various noise contributions, we make use
of the circuit depicted in figure (3.6).

figure 3.6. Noise measurement set-up induding the noise sourees

In figure (3.6) Rd is represented as a noiseless resistor with a parallel noise

current source iRd = J''''~:f and R, is represented as a noiseless resistor

with in series a noise voltage source VRf = J4kTR,~/. We can easily
transform this voltage souree at the gate of the MOS transistor into a
current source at the drain of the MOS transistor, again using the relation

(3.7)

The capacitance C and the resistance R in figure (3.6) form the input
impedance of the amplifier, and act as an extra first-order low-pass filter.

To determine the MOS transistor noise current sources, as shown in
figure (3.6), the following calculations are carried out:
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1. The measured noise voltage spectral density at the output is trans
ferred to a noise voltage spectral density at the gate of the MOS
transistor using equation (3.8).

(3.8)

.in which SV,I (fe) is the measured output noise voltage spectral density
at a frequency Ic with switch S in position (1).

2. The input ( or gate) referred noise voltage spectral density Sv,,(fe)
is now transformed into a noise current spectral density at the drain
of the MOS transistor, using equation (3.9)

(3.9)

in which Sr,d(fe) is the total noise current spectral density at the drain
at a frequency of Ic.

3. The different noise sources included in Sr,d(ffc) are uncorrelated,
through which it is allowed to use the next relation,

(3.10)

4. What results is the noise current spectral density of the MOS tran
sistor Sr,MOST(fe), which consists of thermal noise and l/f noise.

Similarly, the noise equivalent voltage spectral density of the MOS transis
tor at the gate can be determined.

To derive an expression for the Noise Figure Frwe•e , we have to start
from equation (3.4). It can be shown that for the Noise Figure of a MOS
transistor equation (3.11) is valid.

Sr,I// Sr,th(f) 1
Fnoi• e = 1 + 4kTR 2 + 4kTR 2 + D-R 2,9m ,9m .lLoj ,9m

(3.11)

where, Sr,th is thermal noise current spectral density of the MOS transistor.
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(3.12)

I will now discuss the specifications of the measurement set-up some
what more extensively. The circuit shown in figure (3.6) is characterized
by:

1. The amplifier has an equivalent noise voltage contribution at its input
that corresponds to an equivalent noise resistor of R,q,Amp ~ 500
(see equation (3.1)).

2. When determining the noise figure, every noise source is related to
the input noise. The input noise is generated by the gate resistor RIl"

However, due to parasitic capacitances, this reference noise level will
decrease for frequencies exceeding 200 kHz. Therefore Fnoiu will is
not be calculated correctly for frequencies exceeding 200 kHz. The
Spectrum Analyzer has a frequency range of 20Hz~f~40MHz. So
we restrict the frequency range of the measurement set-up between
20Hz~f~200 kHz.

3. The amplification of the noise signalof the MOS transistor must
remain sufficiently high. The gain of the amplifier is 1000 and the
input of the amplifier is formed by the capacitor C ( C=50pF ) and
of three parallel resistors. Those three resistors are the drain resistor
Rtl" the input resistance R of the amplifier and the output impedance
of the MOS transistor Ra ( not drawn in figure (3.6) ). This RC
network forms a first order low pass filter. Let Rtl, be the smallest of
the three resistors. If an overall amplification of 100 at f-200kHz is
required, than RtI,~200kO. Rtl, is indeed smaller than R (R=lMO),
but in some cases the output impedance of the MOS transistor will
be less than 200kO. This output impedance is also of interest for the
voltage gain of the MOS transistor (Ragm). In that case an overall
amplification of 100 cannot be obtained.

4. To be able to detect the level of the thermal channel noise of the
MOS transistor, the noise contributions of the drain resistor and the
gate resistor should be significantly smaller than the thermal noise
of the MOS transistor. The noise contribution of the gate resistor
(Rg = 1kO) is fixed. This leads to the following restriction for Rtl"

1
RtI,~

gm
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5. When determining the noise current at the drain of the MOS tran
sistor the equation id = gmv, is used. Here it is assumed that gm is
frequency independent. This is true for a MOS transistor optimally
biased in the frequency range of intrest. Thus, always consider that,

gm is not depending on frequency (3.13)

Thus for this measurement set-up the following restrictions are valid:

• ,: ~Rd~200kn

• 20Hz ~f~200kHz

• gm is not depending on frequency

3.3.2 Determination of the noise model parameters

In section 3.2 the DC charaeteristics of a P-channel MOS transistor fab
ricated in a 1.5 micron CMOS process are given. In this section we will
discuss the various noise characteristics, again using this P-channel MOS
transistor as an example.

For the determination of the charaeteristics a FORTRAN routine has
been written. The inputfile contains the following data:

1. name of the device

2. DC voltage and current bias condition

3. geometry of the device

4. DC parameters necessary for the MOS model (see table 3.1)

5. Measured noise voltage as funetion of the frequency

6. measured gate voltage v,(f) and output voltage v2(f) for determina
tion of the transfer characteristic.

From these input data the program calculates the most important noise
information. The program produces four noise characteristics as weIl, which
will now be discussed.
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In figure (3.7) the measured noise voltage spectral density at the output
of the amplifier as a function of the frequency is depicted.

C2DM P-Channel 20/1.4 ICS

>en

10·'1t-------,---------.

Hf'

Id = .236E-03 Amp

Vgs = .l50E+Ol Volt

Vds = .490E+OI Volt

Rg = .708E+U4 Ohm

Rd = .219E+05 Ohm

Gm = .475E-03 A/V

Sv(Rd) '" .l89E-09 V2/Hz

Sv(Rg) = .66IE-Oe V2/Hz

Sv(Gm) = .l96E-08 V2/Hz

SV(Sum) = .l94E-07 V2/Hz
Hf Hf Hf lef 'c"lll

f [ Hz]
figure 3.7. Measured noise voltage spectral density Sv(J)

The noise voltage spectral density is measured from 100Hz up to 1MHz,
however, the results above 200kHz have not been used. (see section 3.3.1).
On the right side of the graph some very important figures are given. These
figures represent:

fd = the DC drain current.
Vg, = the DC gate-source voltage.
Vd, = the DC drain-source voltage.
Rg = the gate resistance.
~ = the drain resistance.
Gm = the measured transconductance.
Sv(~) = the noise voltage spectra! density ofthe drain resistor.
Sv (Rg ) = the noise voltage spectra! density of the gate resistor.
Sv(Rgm ) = the ca!culated therma! noise voltage spectra! density.
Sv(Sum) = the total ca!culated noise voltage spectral density.

The title of all four graphs consist of the used Philips CMOS process,
the device type, the dimensions (WfL) and the IC serial number of the
measured mounted device.
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Figure (3.8) shows the transfer characteristic of the circuit. This overall
transfer function always has the shape of a first order low pass filter. The
corner frequency will shift, dependent on drain resistance and the output
impedance of the MOS transistor.

C2DM P-Channel 20/1.4 ICS
Id =.236E-03 Amp

Vgs = .150E+Ol Volt

Vds = .490E+Ol Volt

Rg = .70BE+04 Ohm

Rd = .219E+05 Ohm

H(amp) = .100E+Ol

Gm =.475E-03 A/V

Hl

H(osc) = .100E+Ol

Hf Hl 10" uf Hf
f [ Hz]

figure 3.8. Measured transfer function BTU)

On the right side of this graph almost the same figures are given as in
figure (3.7). The other figures represent:

H(amp) = The gain of an extra amplifierjattenuator inserted befare
the Spectrum Analyzer.
H (oae) = An extra attenuation to reduce the oscillator signa!.
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In figure (3.9) the noise figure Fnol" of the MOS transistor as function
of the frequency is depicted.

C2DM P-Chonnel 20/1.4 ICS
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Weff = .ZOOE-04 m

Leff = .843E-06 m

Rd =.219E+05 Ohm

Re = .708E+04 Ohm

Gm = .475E-03 A/V

Ro = .525E+04 Ohm

F(Rd) = .286E-Ol

F(Gm) = .Z48E+OO
M ,. M M

M

,.

ld
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gouf I c..............................L-......................"---'...........................--'-".........

ld ld l~ ld l~

f [Hz]

figure 3.9. Measured Noise Figure Fnoi"

Figure (3.9) does not include the contribution of the drain resistance
and therefore Fnoi,e is given by the reduced relation,

F.
_ FNOISE(f) SI,t,,(f)

noi,e - 1 + k R W L f + kTR 24 T g el el 4 g9m.
(3.14)

The contribution of the drain resistor in Fnoi.. is given in equation (3.11)
and is also depicted on the right side of the graph in figure (3.9). These
depicted figures represent ( when not explained below figure (3.7) ) :

Welf = effective width of the MOS transistor
Lell = effective length of the MOS transistor
Ra = output impedance of the MOS transistor
F(Rd) = The contribution of the drain resistor in the Noise Figure
F(gm) = The ca1culated thermal noise contribution of the MOS
transistor in the Noise Figure
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Finally the Noise Current Spectral Density ofthe MOS transistor, SrJ40ST,
as function of the frequency is depicted in figure (3.10).

C2DM P-Channel 20/1.4 ICS
Id = .Z36E-03 Amp

lD" M
Vgs = .150E+Ol Volt

M

M Vds = .490E+Ol Volt"N' lD" M

~ I« Werf = .ZOOE-04 m
~

I«
I«.... lD" I« M M

UI M Leff = .843E-OG m
0

E
Sird = .739E-24 AZ/Hzëi5 lD"

Sirg =.Z58E-22 A2/Hz
lD"

SlO = .64IE-Z3 AZ/Hz
ld ld ld ld ld

f[ Hz]

figure 3.10. Measured Noise Current Spectral Density Sr.MOST

The figures on the right side of the graph in figure (3.10) represent (if
not explained below figures (3.7) or (3.9)) :

Sr,R~ = Noise current spectral density of the drain resistor.
Sr,R, = Noise current spectra! density of the gate resistor.
SID = Calculated Therma! noise contribution of the MOS transistor.

Figure (3.10) is most suitable to derive the model parameters FNOI5E
and TNOISE (see equations (2.32) and (2.35) ). For the derivation of
the 11f parameter F NOrSE, the measured value of Sr,MOST is taken a.t a
frequency where the 11f noise of the MOS transistor is many times larger
than the thermal noise of the MOS transistor. Thus for this frequency the
following relation holds:

Sr,II/(I) = Sr,MosT(I)

Hence, F NOrSE can be written in the following form,

F NOrSE = Sr,Mo:T(f) WellLellf
9m

(3.15)

(3.16)

Thus it is easy to determine the 11f noise parameter FNOrSE for a ~IOS

transistor with an arbitrary known geometry (Weil and Lell ). Only the
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noise current spectral density SI,MOST at a frequency f and the transcon
ductance gm of the MOS transistor have to be measured.

The thermal noise parameter TNO/SE is determined by the calcu
lated thermal noise current spectral density ( SID in figure (3.10) ) and
the measured level of the thermal noise. The thermal noise is frequency
independent and will appear above frequencies where no 1ff noise is left
(see figure (3.10)). The parameter TNO/SE is given by,

TNO/SE = measured thermal noise current spectral density Sl,tl&
calculated thermal noise current spectral density SID

(3.17)
In practice, TNO/SE will always turn out to be larger than "1".

3.4 The measurement results

To characterize noise in a MOS transistor correctly, the model introduced in
section (2.4) is tested. In this section I will discuss the following examined
properties:

1. The frequency dependency of the 1ff noise.

2. The gate area dependency of the 1ff noise.

3. The gate oxide thickness dependency of the 1ff noise.

4. The bias dependency of the 1ff noise.

5. The thermal noise parameter TNO/SE for different devices.

6. The bias dependency of the thermal noise.

The measurements have been carried out on mounted devices. The devices
are given in table (3.2).
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Process MOS transistor type MOS transistor type
C3DM P-Channel 2.4/2.4 N-Channel 2.4/2.4
C3DM P-ChanneI20/1.2 N-ChanneI20/1.2
C3DM P-ChanneI20/1.4 N-Channel 20/1.4
C3DM P-ChanneI20/1.6 N-ChanneI20/1.6
C3DM P-ChanneI20/1.8 N-Channel 20/1.8
C3DM P-ChanneI20/2.0 N-ChanneI20/2.0
C3DM P-Channel 20/2.4 N-ChanneI20/2.4
C3DM P-ChanneI20/5.0 N-Channel 20/5.0
C3DM P-ChanneI20/1O N-ChanneI20/1O
C3DM P-ChanneI20/20 N-ChanneI20/20

C2DM P-Channel1.2/1.4
C2DM P-ChanneI20/1.4
C2DM P-ChanneI20/20 N-Channel 20/20

C500 N-ChanneI20/20

Table 3.2 MOS transistors used for noise measurements.

3.4.1 Frequency dependency on the l/f noise

As mentioned earlier in section (2.3.1) the following equation applies for
l/f noise of a MOS transistor:

(3.18)

where, 0.7:51:51.2. However, the model that has been used for circuit
simulation purposes has a pure l/f dependency ( I = 1 ). To get a rough
impression on the behaviour of I, in table (3.3) parameter I is given for all
the measured devices.
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Process Device ï,,-c#&onnel ïn-c#&onnel

I C3DM 2.4/2.4 1.30 1.09
I C3DM 20/1.2 1.26 1.04

C3DM 20/1.4 1.22 1.02
C3DM 20/1.6 1.05 0.94
C3DM 20/1.8 1.23 1.04
C3DM 20/2.0 1.29 0.95
C3DM 20/2.4 1.10 0.89
C3DM 20/5.0 1.07 0.90
C3DM 20/10 1.21 0.89
C3DM 20/20 1.16 0.82

C2DM 1.2/1.4 1.27
C2DM 20/1.4 1.19
C2DM 20/20 1.20 1.04

C500 20/20 0.84

Table 3.3 ï lor various MOS transistors.

From these results the only conclusion is that ï is somewhat larger for
the P-channel transistors than for N-channel transistors. This is illustrated
once more for the C3DM process in figure (3.11).
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figure 3.11. 1/1 noise parameter ï lor the C9DM process
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The absolute range of ï for all measured MOS transistors is:

O.8~ï~1.3 (3.19)

This deviates slightly from what I have found in literature (see table 2.1).

3.4.2 Gate area dependency on the ljf noise

The influence of the gate area on l/f noise has been measured for several
p- and N-channel devices of the C3DM process. Ten transistors, all with
different geometries, have been used for these measurements. The actual
geometries are given in Appendix C.

In figure (3.12) the product of the noise voltage spectral density SY,l/f
and the frequency ( f = 100Hz ), is plotted against w lL for the N-

.// 0/1
channel devices of the C3DM process.
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Z'Hf ld·
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figure 3.12. SY,I/f.f vs. ~L lor C9DM N-Channels and 1=100Hz
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The same has been done for the P-channel devices in figure (3.13) .
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'Z'ld ld"

1/WL [l/m2]

figure 3.13. Sv,l/I.f vs. ';L lor C3DM P-Channels and I-500Hz

The MOS transistors are measured in the saturation mode with !Vd,1 =
5V and !Vg,1 = 5V.

According to relation (2.35), figure (3.12) and figure (3.13) should have
a straight line with slope "1". However these two figures show that:
1. The slope in figure (3.12) for the N-Channels is slightly smaller than "1"
2. The values in figure (3.13) for the P-Channels exhibit a large spread
around a line with slope "1"

Finally, in table (3.4) the values of the l/f noise parameter is given for
all measured MOS transistor types. For the C3DM devices, the Y-intercept
of figures (3.12) and (3.13) is used to calculate FNOISE.

Process Device type FNOISE [V2 m 2J
C3DM P-Channel 5.36E-22
C3DM N-Channel 1.54E-21

C2DM P-Channel 8.19E-22
C2DM N-Channel 2.38E-21

C500 N-Channel 2.08E-21

Table 3.4 FNOfSE lor various MOS transistor types.
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Thus, for the C3DM and C2DM processes the 1jf noise parameter
FNOISE is approximately 3 times larger for N-Channel devices than for
P-Channel devices.

3.4.3 Gate oxide thickness dependency on the l/fnoise

To examine the effect of the oxide thickness on 1jf noise, we should have
a number of devices that only differ in their gate oxide thickness. I only
have measured three MOS transistor, because the other devices were not
mounted by finishing this report.

In table (3.5) all these N-Channel devices are given.

Process Oxide thickness I status
C1DM 175 Angstrom not mounted
C2XX 200 Angstrom not mounted
C2DM 200 Angstrom measured
C3DM 250 Angstrom measured
C428 400 Angstrom not measured
C500 500 Angstrom measured

Table 3.5 N-Channel Devices fO/fO with different toz

Three devices is a too small number to examine the oxide thickness depen
dency.

3.4.4 Voltage dependency on ljf noise

In the 1jf noise model for circuit simulation purposes, it is assumed that
the input refered noise voltage spectral density 8V,I/,(t) is independent
of the applied voltage. Literature shows, that the 1jf noise of the MOS
transistor positively depends on the voltage. However, in literature there
is much disagreement about the voltage dependency on 1jf noise.

The behaviour of 1jf noise on the applied voltage is examined for the
following situations:

• Drain voltage dependency in the saturation mode

• Drain voltage dependency in the linear mode
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• Gate voltage dependency in the linear mode

• Gate voltage dependency in the saturation mode

The gate voltage dependency on the 1/f noise in the saturation region
is the most important one when using the MOS transistor as an amplifier.
The MOS transistor will then operate in the saturation mode, where the
gate voltage is adjusted a few tenth of a Volt ahove the threshold voltage.
Before I go into this case, I will first discuss the measurements results of
the first three voltage dependencies on 1/f noise.

To examine the voltage dependency on 1ff noise I used equation (2.35)
from section (2.3). This relation can he written in the following form:

SV,l//WLf = FNOISE (3.20)

The question here is, whether FNOISE is voltage dependent or not.
When the MOS transistor is adjusted in the saturation region, no de

pendency of the Vet, on 1/f noise has heen measured. This is also known
from literature ( see tahle (2.1) ). However, there has heen one exception
measured. This exception is depicted in figure (3.14). Here SV,l//W Lf is
plotted against Vet" with Vg, a fixed value of 2 Volt.

.. SI"Weff"Leff"r/gmZ vs, VdsN

'0 C2DM P-Channel 20/1.4 f=lI<Hz Sat.
'(\J~

47.5

E 45.0
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~ 42.5
(IJ

40.0 0E
~ 37.5c,.;

t. 35.0 0....
v

...l 32.5 0
t.....

30.0 0v
~ 0. 27.5ëi'i 0

0

25.0
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

Vds [Volt]

figure 3.14 FNO/SE versus drain voltage (Vg, = 2V )

This P-Channel device from the C2DM process exhihits a clear increase
in the 1/f noise with increasing drain voltage.
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The drain voltage dependency on 1jf noise has also been examined in
the linear region. This has been done for an N-Channel transistor from the
C3DM process. For this transistor, SV,I/fWLf has been plotted against
Vil., with Vg, on a fixed value of 5 Volt, as depicted in figure (3.15)
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figure 3.15 FNOISE versus drain voltage (Vg, = 5V )

For a MOS transistor biased in the linear region it appears that the 1jf
noise is independent of the drain voltage as weIl.

The Vg, dependency on the 1jf noise has also been examined in the
linear region for the N-Channel transistor mentioned above, and is depicted
in figure (3.16).
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figure 3.16 FNOISE versus gate voltage ( Vil, = 1V )

However, any relation between the 1jf noise and the gate voltage is out
of the question.
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As mentioned before, the most important situation is the gate voltage
dependencyon 11f noise when the MOS transistor operates in the satura
tion mode. To examine this, 4 N-Channel devices and a P-Channel device
from the C3DM process have been measured.

In figures (3.17), (3.18) and (3.19) the values of SV,l//WLI are plotted
against the gate voltage for three of the four measured N-Channel transis
tors.
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figure 3.17 FNOI8E versus Vg6 (Vd6 = 5V) lor N·Channel 20/20
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figure 3.18 FNOI8E versus Vg• (Vd6 = 5V) lor N-Channel 20/2.0

The N-Channel transistors with WIL proportions of 20/20 and 20/2.0
show arbitrary results with varying the gate voltage. There is no simple
relation between 11f noise and the gate voltage. However, the N-Channel
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transistor with a W/L proportion of 20/5.0 shows an almost squared in
crease in the l/f noise with increasing gate voltage.

SI"Werr"Lerr"r/gm2.. C3DM N-Channel 20/5 r=lkHz Sat...
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figure 3.19 FNO/8E versus Vg, (Vd, = 5V) for N-Channel 20/5.0

It is clear that a uniform relation between l/f noise and gate voltage,
valid for all transistors within a certain process, cannot be demonstrated in
this way. This is extra underlined by the result of the P-Channel transistor
from the C3DM process that is depicted in figure (3.20)
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figure 3.20 FNO/8E versus Vg, (Vd, = 5V) for P-Channel 2.-4/2.-4

It is difficult if not impossible to describe the voltage dependency on
l/f noise for a MOS transistor in a direct way. However, Mutoh et al.
[6] described an empirical relation for the voltage dependency of l/f noise
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in MOS transistors unified over the linear and saturation regions, in a
indirect way.· They stated the strong correlation between the output l/f
noise voltage and the voltage gain. The relation given by Mutoh is ( see
equation (2.28) ):

(3.21)

where, vno(f) = the open-circuit l/f noise voltage at the output
vnc(f) = a device intrinsic l/f noise voltage
gm = the transconductance
gd, = the drain-source differential output conductance
I3m = an empirical parameter.

In other words log(vno(f)) has a linear relation with log(gm/gd') over
linear and saturation regions. Rewritting this equation to an input reffered
noise voltage spectral density ( see equation (2.29) ) :

(3.22)

in which SVne,l//(f)is an intrinsic l/f noise voltage spectral density, inde
pendant on bias condition. Now, we can write equation (3.21) also in the
following form:

(
gd,) 2(1-P) FNS

SV,l//(f) = gm W Lf

where, FNS is an introduced process constant.
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To determine parameters /3m and FNS we start with equation (3.20).
In figure (3.21) the voltage gain, gm/gd" is plotted against the gate voltage
for a N-channel tran'sistor (20/2.0). In figure (3.22) the open-circuit noise
voltage, Vno (I), is plotted against the voltage gain (gm/ ga,) for this transis
tor and for the measurement results depicted in figures (3.15), (3.16) and
(3.18).
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figure 3.21 Voltage gain versus gate voltage
lor an N-Channel 20je.O
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figure 3.22 Open-circuit noise voltage versus voltage gain
lor an N- Channel 20/2.0

It shows a good linear relation between log(vno(l)) and log(gm/ga,).
The measurement results have been obtained in as weIl the linear as the
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saturation region. Parameter f3m is determined by the slope in figure (3.22).
After parameter f3m has been determined, parameter Vnc (I) is calculated
using equation (3.20). Finally, FNS is determined by using the following
relation:

FNS = v~(I)WLI (3.24)

The determined parameters for the N-Channel transistor of figure (3.22)
are:

• f3m = 0.987

• vnc(l) = 2.637 1O-7[YjVHz] for I = 1000Hz

• FNS = 2.603 1O-21[y2m2]

The same has been done for two more N-Channels ( see figures (3.23)
and (3.24) ).
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figure 3.23 Ope~circuit noise voltage versus voltage gain
lor an N-Channel 20/1.2
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figure 3.24 Open-circuit noise voltage versus voltage gain
lor an N-Channel eO/5.0

The parameters which have been determined for these transistors, have
been summarized in table (3.6) together with the results of the N-Channel
transistor of figure (3.24).

Device type ; f3m vnc(J) FNS I

[-] [VIVHz] [V 2m 2]
I
I

C3DM N20/1.2 ! 1.079 6.933 10-1
; f=100Hz 1.018 10-21

C3DM N20/2.0 i 0.987 2.638 10-7 ; f=1000Hz 2.603 10-21

C3DM N20/5.0 i 0.901 1.645 10-7 ; f=1000Hz 2.637 10-21

Table 3.6 Parameters lor model Irom Mutoh et al.
lor 9 N- Channels.

It looks as if FNS is not a true process constant. The parameter, f3m,
which determines the voltage dependence of these devices increases for de
creasing gate length for these N-Channel devices, so this parameter also
differs for different devices. However, when using the results from figures
(3.23) and (3.24) the calculation of the parameters is less accurate, because
the measured values have only been obtained in the saturation region.

Summarizing, we may say that the voltage dependency of 1/f noise for
MOS transistors is off course not been describc;d accurately with the model
for circuit simulation purposes ( equation (2.14) ). However, it seems almost
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impossible to insert a voltage dependency directly in equation (2.14). The
description of Mutoh could offer a solution, but then a parameter f3m should
be introduced, which differs for different devices.

3.4.5 Thermal noise measurements results

The thermal noise parameter TNOI8E as introduced in equation (2.14),
could not be determined for some devices, with the used measurement set
up. This is because the Ijf noise level still rises above the thermal noise
level even at frequencies greater than 200kHz.

In table (3.7) the thermal noise parameter TNOI8E is given for various
devices.

Process Device type TNOI8E
C2DM P-Ch.20j20 1.02
C2DM P-Ch.20j1.4 1.25

C3DM P-Ch.20j20 1.24
C3DM P-Ch.20jIO 1.18
C3DM P-Ch.20j5.0 1.30
C3DM P-Ch.20j2.4 1.29
C3DM P-Ch.20j2.0 1.31
C3DM P-Ch.20j1.8 1.26
C3DM P-Ch.2.4j2.4 1.22

C3DM N-Ch.20j20 1.46
C3DM N-Ch.20j5.0 1.54

Table 3.7 Mean values ol TNO/SE lor various devices

Figure (3.25) shows the measured values for the different device types of
the C3DM process. Thesè values are obtained from measuring different
devices at different adjusted biases.
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Figure 3.25 TNO/SE for various devices in the C3DM process

Here we can clearly see that the thermal noise parameter TNOISE of the N
Channel devices is slightly larger than TNOISE of the P-Channel devices.
However, I can not attach a clear physical meaning to this. -">~~

The difference between the calculated value of the thermal noise using
equation (2.14) and the measured value of the thermal noise, determines
the parameter TNOISE. The measured and the calculated thermal noise
current spectral density for several gate voltages of a P-channel (20/20)
MOS transistor of the C3DM process are depicted in figure (3.26).
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Figure 3.26 Measured and Calculated values for Sr,lh
of a PMOST (eo/eo)
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It follows that TNOISE is independent of the applied gate voltage. In figure
(3.27) the same has been done for an N-Channel (20/20) ~OS transistor
of the C3DM process.
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Figure 3.27 Measured and Calcwated values for Sr,th
of at NMOST (eo/eo)

It seems as if TNOISE increases when increasing the applied gate volt
age. This is not true, because the difference between the measured and the
calculated value increases due to the I/f noise contribution for higher gate
voltages.

Finally, the same measurement has also been carried out for another
P-Channel (2.4/2.4) MOS transistor of the C3DM process, and is depicted
in figure (3.28). These results are obtained for different drain resistors to
test the measurement set-up. A different drain resistor may not influence
the noise behaviour of the MOS transistor.
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Figure 3.28 Measured and Calculated valueslor Sr,th ol a
PMOST(f.4/f.4)
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Chapter 4

Conclusions

A measurement set-up has been built, so noise in a MOS transistor can be
characterized accurately. The MOS transistor can be adjusted in a DC volt
age region that is required for the characterization. The only restrictions
that apply for the measurement circuit are:

• 100Hz ~f~200kHz

• 9m is frequency independent

Thermal noise of MOS transistors is described accurately with the noise
model for circuit simulation purposes. This model is also in agreement
with what is written in literature. The thermal part of the noise model
has been tested for various devices. It has also been examined at various
gate voltages. From this it appears that generally the introduced parame
ter TNOISE is larger for N-channel devices than for P-channel devices in
the C3DM process. For these MOS transistors of the C3DM process the
following average values for TNOISE have been found:

• TNOISE = 1.46 for the N-channel transistors

• TNOISE = 1.23 for the P-Channel transistors

Furthermore, TNOISE appears to be independent of the applied gate volt
age.
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In some cases the thermal noise of the N-Channel transistors could not
been measured because of the high l/f noise contribution of these devices.
To measure the thermal noise of all the N-Channel devices as well, it is
neccesary to built another measurement set-up. With this measurement
set-up it must be possible to measure the noise of MOS transistors up to a
frequency of about 10MHz.

The l/f noise of MOS transistors is being described somewhat less ac
curate with the noise model for circuit simulation purposes. This has es
pecially to do with the fact that it is assumed that the equivalent noise
voltage at the input of the MOS transistor is independent of the applied
voltage. From literature it is known that there is a voltage dependency of
the l/f noise in MOS transistors, but there is disagreement on this subject
as weIl. The l/f noise model has been verified with respect to:

1. frequency dependence

2. gate area dependence

3. voltage dependence

It appears that parameter Î, which describes the frequency behaviour ac
cording to SI (I) -1 / r, can vary between

0.8 S:.ÎS:. 1.3

This signifies that the approximated value of Î = 1 in the circuit simulation
model is a good approximation

The gate area dependency of l/f noise has been investigated exten
sively. Measurements have been carried out of 10 N-Channel transistors
with different geometries and 10 P-Channel transistors also with different
geometries. Fróm these results it has been shown that the l/f noise of MOS
transistors is indeed inversely proportional to the gate area.

According to the measurements, the l/f noise of the MOS transistor
is voltage dependent. However, a description of this behaviour in a direct
way seems impossible, owing to different behaviour for different modes of
operation. The description of Mutoh seems to be a solution for this. The
parameters introduced by him are valid for the complete voltage range.
However, they appear to be dependent of the chozen device.

It appears that the introduction of one extra parameter can lead to a
description of l/f noise as a function of the voltage for the complete DC
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voltage range of the MOS transistor. Therefore, more measurements should
be carried out for various transistors of the same type and for adjusted
biases in linear and saturation regions.
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Appendix A

List of symbols

Symbol Description
q Electron charge
k Boltzmann constant
T the absolute temperature
Sv(I) Noise voltage spectral density
S[(I) Noise current spectral density
SV,th(l) Thermal noise voltage spectral density
S[,th(l) Thermal noise current spectral density
Sv,III(I) l/f noise voltage spectral density
S[,III(I) l/f noise current spectral density
l:1f bandwidth
I dll Drain De current
Vdll Drain De voltage
VglI Gate De voltage
Vgt Gate drive
Vllb Back bias
Vdu Saturation voltage
K Body effect factor
Ka Initial body factor
VSBX Transition voltage
Vtü Threshold voltage
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Symbol Description
(3 Gain factor MOST
Von Onset voltage
Gamma Drain feedback factor
6 Depletion charge factor
SUBTHN Weak inversion factor
Lell Effective channel length
WeIl Effective channel length
9m Transconductance
9d. Output conductance MOST
Ro Output resistance MOST
Rok Output resistance MOST for Vd.~Vgt

Rg Gate resistance
Rd Drain resistance
71 Vd./Vgt
Ol Mobility reduction factor
02 Mobility reduction factor
03 Mobility reduction factor
n(x) number of free charge carriers per unit length
E Electric field
Vth Thermal velocity
Vd drift velocity

"ti Jindal constant
NA Acceptor density
Coz Oxide capacitance per unit area
"t Frequency dependence factor of l/f noise
Clh Hooge parameter

"tie surface states efficiency

/-LIl I effective 1/f noise mobility

/-Lel I effective or surface mobility
Nt density of oxide traps
Nu density of surface states
Clt tunneling constant
Dt specific tunnel depth
vno(j) open-circuit 1/f noise voltage at the output
vnc(j) a device intrinsic l/f noise voltage
(3m Empirical constant used by Mutoh
FNO/SE Process constant for the 1/f noise
TNO/SE constant for the thenmal noise
4> Si-Si02 interface voltage
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Appendix B

Measurement Set-Up
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